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Stackla is the UGC marketing platform of choice  
for the world’s leading travel brands.
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The future of travel marketing is already here…
Curate don’t create
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Curate don’t create!
Why is UGC so powerful?

Authenticity Personalisation 
at scale

Reduced costs



There’s been a 
dramatic shift 
in consumer 
behaviour…
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Back then

Consumers create content for brands
But now
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Brand-generated content is 
being ignored

Brands are 
spending more

year-over-year increase in  
brand created content

3X

For less 
return

of all brand created 
content gets noticed

5%

*Beckon Research
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User-generated content is 
getting noticed

of purchase decisions  
are peer influenced

81%

Drive 
sales

of consumers trust earned 
media more than owned media

92%

Strengthen  
consumer trust

*Nielsen *Forbes
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are created every day
2.5 Billion  pieces of user-generated content
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Authenticity Personalisation 
at scale

Reduced costs

Curate don’t create!
Why is UGC so powerful?
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“Big Data meet Big Content”
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Africa

Under 35

Hiking

Personalisation + Content Scalability
Maximise “Big Data” with Stackla’s “Big Content”
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Machine learning-powered predictive 
recommendations help you continually 

• Improve content performance 

• Reduce curation time 

• Personalise experiences at scale

Better content. Less effort.

Managing Content at Scale 
Always (Machine) Learning

Family

Blue Sky Clouds

Mountains

Safe For Work

Snow

Skiing

Stackla Co-Pilot 
Recommendation Engine

1

Scans, evaluates and tags content  
composition.

2

Matches image evaluation with 
previous moderation choices

3

Analyses content performance

Co-Pilot creates real-time predictive 
recommendations on what content you 
should publish, discard, tag and rights 

manage.  
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Authenticity Personalisation 
at scale

Reduced costs

Curate don’t create!
Why is UGC so powerful?
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“Real visitor photos are 
more relatable and 

credible with potential 
travellers than expensive 

professional photography.”

Aida Merdovic, Director 
of Online

More effective and 
impactful social ads, 

display ads and 
DOOH

@MaartenDanial
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@MaartenDanial

3x

66%

Higher click-through 
rates than their 
branded 
Facebook ads

Results:

lower cost per click 
compared to their 
branded Facebook 
ads

More effective and 
impactful social ads, 

display ads and 
DOOH
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@ahisgett

"Using the amazing photos from 
our visitors provides us with a real 

time stream of beautiful, fresh 
imagery and authentic 

endorsements. This allows us to 
show how it feels to be in 

Scotland, and helps our site 
visitors to project themselves into 

the experience.

 UGC is not only effective but it 
has the added benefit of 

significantly reducing our content 
creation costs.”

Esther Gould, Digital Customer 
Experience Manager 

Reduced content 
creation costs
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And finally….



Email

E-commerce
Website

Display

Outdoor

Retargeting

Social

UGC fuels the booking cycle
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Download your free UGC 
guide at stackla.com


